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Structural symmetry breaking and recovery in condensed matter systems are closely related to
exotic physical properties such as superconductivity (SC), magnetism, spin density waves (SDW) and
charge density waves (CDW). The interplay between different order parameters is intricate and often
subject to intense debate, as in the case of CDW order and superconductivity. In La1.875Ba0.125CuO4

(LBCO), the low-temperature structural domain walls are hypothesized as nanometer scale pinning
sites for the CDWs. Coherent X-ray diffraction techniques have been employed here to visualize
the domain structures associated with these symmetry changes directly during phase transition.
We have pushed Bragg Coherent Diffractive Imaging (BCDI) into the cryogenic regime where most
phase transitions in quantum materials reside. Utilizing BCDI, we image the structural evolution
of LBCO microcrystal samples during the high-temperature tetragonal (HTT) to low-temperature
orthorhombic (LTO) phase transition. Our results show the formation of LTO domains close to
the transition temperature and how the domain size decreases with temperature. The number of
domains follows the secondary order parameter (or orthorhombic strain) measurement with a critical
exponent that is consistent with the 3D universality class.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phase diagrams of transition metal oxides (TMOs)
exhibit numerous electronic phases, often in close prox-
imity to one-another1–7. This subtle balance between the
different electronic phases, means that small changes in
crystal structure can be sufficient to switch between dif-
ferent electronic phases. A notable example of this occurs
in the cuprates8, for which the the prototypical example
occurs in La1.875Ba0.125CuO4 (LBCO). The emergence
of CDW order is closely tied to the lattice symmetry.
LBCO has a high-temperature tetragonal (HTT) crystal
structure at room temperature. Upon cooling, the low-
temperature orthorhombic (LTO) structure emerges at a
transition temperature of about 240 K, then followed by
a low-temperature tetragonal (LTT) phase with a transi-
tion temperature of 54 K. The HTT phase is character-
ized by untilted CuO6 octahedra; in LTO they are tilted
along the Cu-Cu bond direction, and in the LTT phase,
they are tilted along the Cu-O bond direction5,9–11. The
tilts in the LTT phase create lines of displaced O atoms
that couple strongly to CDW order. This creates a
remarkable enhancement of CDW order and a related
strong suppression of bulk CDW order5,9,12–16.

Soft X-ray coherent scattering experiments have shown
that the CDW phase is quite static17, and the CDW pin-
ning landscape is inherited from a domain wall structure
of the LTO phase18. Recently, a speckle correlation anal-
ysis on the (012)LTO superstructure peak showed that the

diffraction patterns changed whenever the sample was
heated above the HTT-LTO transition temperature, in-
dicating that the LTO domains rearranged every time
the LTO phase transition was crossed19. Characteriz-
ing the LTO domains in three dimensions is therefore
central to understanding the physics behind the pinning
phenomenon and the electronic ground state20–22. Here
we use the Bragg coherent diffraction imaging (BCDI)
technique to get real-space images of the domain texture
in LBCO close to the LTO phase transition. This tech-
nique involves measuring properly oversampled23 diffrac-
tion pattern from a finite crystal fully illuminated with
Coherent X-rays. The measured diffraction pattern is
then related to the Fourier transform of the electron den-
sity of the finite crystal. The phase information lost dur-
ing the measurement can be retrieved with suitable phase
retrieval algorithms24–29.

In this paper, we present 3D renderings of LTO do-
mains within an LBCO single crystal sample, obtained
using the BCDI technique29–31. Inverted images show
the formation of domains when the sample temperature
is below the HTT-LTO phase transition temperature. A
slice through the rendered inverted images shows the in-
ternal structure of LTO domains and the domain walls
formed along the [110]HTT as a stack. In addition, from
reconstructed images, the estimated LTO domain size is
between 200-400 nm at 228 K is consistent with TEM
results22.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A high-quality single crystal of LBCO was prepared
by the floating zone method32. To obtain the micron
size crystal needed for the BCDI study, the large LBCO
crystal was oriented crystallographically using a Laue
diffractometer. Then a 1.6×1.6×1.6µm3 cube sample
was cut out from the pre-oriented crystal via the in-
situ lift-out method utilizing the Omniprobe manipula-
tion system and Field Electron and Ion (FEI) Helios 600
dual-beam focused-ion-beam (FIB) (See Fig. 1)33. The
size of the cube was chosen to be less than the extinction
depth of 9 keV X-rays in LBCO to minimize dynami-
cal diffraction effects34–36. Then the sample was welded
with Pt onto a silicon wafer. This procedure was carried
out at the Center for Functional Nanomaterials (CFN) at
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). In addition to
the Pt-wielding, a solution of 2 % Tetraethyl-orthosilicate
(TEOS) in ethanol was drop-casted on the LBCO cube
and then annealed for about 5 hours at about 700 K in
an oxygen atmosphere to avoid loss of oxygen during the
annealing process. This method has been used for small
metal nanocrystals, and has proved an important step
to keep the nanocrystals fixed during transportation and
measurements37. Then the sample was mounted on a
custom modified Linkam stage for BCDI measurements
where the flow of liquid nitrogen can be controlled pre-
cisely by the T96 controller to set a specific target tem-
perature and program linear cooling ramps up to 373
K/min. The complete cooling system has a controller,
a pump, the Linkam stage, and a liquid nitrogen holder
Dewar. The system allows cooling down to about 173 K,
and low cooling rates give less icing and reduce noise and
vibration.

Bragg coherent diffraction data were collected at the
34-ID-C beamline of the Advanced Photon Source (APS).
The beamline normally operates with a focused X-ray
beam size of 600×600 nm2 (V×H) which is smaller than
the 1.6×1.6×1.6 µm3, LBCO cube sample. For valid
imaging in Bragg coherent diffraction experiments, a
monochromatic and Coherent X-ray beam must surround
the sample, so we used an unfocused beam size of 30×40
µm2 (V×H) shaped with slits 200mm in front of the sam-
ple. Since the sample was pre-aligned, the precise crystal
alignment was quickly determined. Then Coherent X-
ray Diffraction (CXD) patterns from the (103)HTT and
(114)HTT Bragg peaks were acquired using a Timepix de-
tector mounted at 2m away from the sample. The full
sensor of the detector has 512×512 pixels with a pixel
size of 55 µm. Diffraction data were collected at each step
while rocking the sample in increments of 0.0025◦ around
the Bragg peak. Before feeding the CXD data to an it-
erative phasing algorithm developed in Matlab27,29,31,38,
both whitefield correction and hot pixel removal were ap-
plied for each diffraction pattern. For the phasing, a
combination of error-reduction (ER) and Hybrid-input-
output (HIO) algorithms25,39 have been used alternately,
with the iteration starting and ending with ER. The well-

Figure 1. (a) Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) image
of the 1.6x1.6x1.6µm3 cube-shaped LBCO sample which was
cut-out of a pre-oriented single crystal using the FIB milling
process. The arrows indicate the direction of the incoming
and diffracted X-ray beam. (b) Isosurface rendering of the
reconstructed image obtained after phase retrieval. (c) Pic-
ture of the Linkam stage during the BCDI experiment.

defined shapes/edges of the sample help to render the
diffraction patterns invertible, which also allows us to
use fixed box-shaped support to assist the phasing algo-
rithms. This is an essential experimental advancement
because the soft edges of even the best-focused X-ray
beams are currently thought to be insufficiently sharp to
use as support constraints24,40. Moreover, when the par-
ticle size is larger than both the longitudinal and trans-
verse coherence length, the reconstructed images tend to
have artifacts such as non-uniform amplitude distribu-
tion, with fewer facets and missing parts41. In our case,
this was mitigated by turning on the Partial Coherence
Correction (PCC) in the iterative phasing algorithm at
iteration ten and then turned off at about one-third way
through the total iteration numbers28,42,43.

III. BRAGG COHERENT DIFFRACTION
IMAGING RESULTS

Our CXD results from the (103)HTT and (114)HTT

structural Bragg peaks show similar behavior. As shown
in Fig. 2, both diffraction peaks are split on the detec-
tor below 240 K, which is an indication of LTO twin-
domain formation as reported from previous X-ray10 and
electron diffraction measurements20,21,44–46. Plots of the
coherent diffraction patterns collected near the (103)HTT

and (114)HTT Bragg reflections from the same sample are
shown in Fig. 2(a-d) and (e-h) respectively. Initially, both
(103)HTT and (114)HTT diffraction peaks broaden as the
sample temperature decreases. Then both the (103)HTT

and (114)HTT diffraction peaks become split when the
temperature falls below 240(5) K. At all temperatures,
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both diffraction peaks are strongly speckled on the detec-
tor because of the high coherence of the beam and stabil-
ity of the 34-ID-C setup. The diffraction peak splitting
temperature is consistent with the HTT-LTO transition
temperature, reported from previous X-ray and neutron
measurements5,9,10.

Figure 2. (a)-(f) Logarithmic-scale plots of Coherent diffrac-
tion peaks (a)-(d) are measured using (103)HTT Bragg peak
and (e)-(f) are using (114)HTT Bragg peak of the same
LBCO sample measured at different temperatures. The
scale bar shown is 40 pixels corresponding to 1×10−1nm−1.
Both the δqx and δqy are mutually perpendicular reciprocal
space vectors coplanar to the CCD surface and calculated as
(2π/λ)(p/D), where λ=1.3776Å is the wavelength, p=55 µm
is detector pixel size and D=2m is sample-to-detector dis-
tance.

Moreover, three-dimensional (3D) diffraction data
were collected from both Bragg reflections at several tem-
peratures spanning the HTT to LTO phase transition.
From the white-field and flat-field corrected images two
regions of interest, ROI1 and ROI2 were integrated over
the Bragg peak and far away for the background sub-
traction, respectively, and difference plotted as rocking
curves, shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b). Similar to what we
observed in the 2D diffraction data, the rocking curves
also show peak splitting. The (103)HTT peak split into
multiple peaks on the detector as the sample tempera-
ture decreases continuously, whereas the (114)HTT peak
has a tiny peak in the left side the rocking curve in
the HTT phase, indicating inhomogeneity possibly in-
troduced during ion-milling of the sample. As a result,
both the peak splitting analysis and reconstruction will
focus on the (103)HTT Bragg peak data. To calculate the
total peak splitting displacement ∆q for the (103)HTT

peak; first, we recorded the difference in pixel position
∆px and ∆py on the detector and the frame number ∆pz
for all temperatures. We convert the difference in pixels

and frame number to Å
−1

as ∆qx = (2π/λ)(p/D)∆px,
∆qy = (2π/λ)(p/D)∆py, and ∆qz = Q∆θ∆pz, where λ
is the X-ray wavelength, Q is the momentum transfer,
p is the pixel size, D is the detector distance and ∆θ
is the step size of the rocking scan. Finally, the three
dimensional peak splitting shown in Fig. 3(c) is calcu-

lated as ∆q =
√

(∆q2x + ∆q2y + ∆q2z). Figure 3(c) shows

that the peak splitting disappears at the expected HTT-
LTO transition temperature indicating the formation of

(113)LTO rotated twins domains. Moreover, the splitting
onset temperature determined from the rocking curves
shown in Figs. 3(a) & (b) differs slightly between the
(103)HTT peak at 234 K and (114)HTT at 235 K, which
we attribute to a finite uncertainty in the measurement
such as temperature off-set between the sample and tem-
perature recorded by Linkam cooling stage sensor.

(b)

(c)

(a) 

Figure 3. (a) and (b) rocking curves of (103)HTT and
(114)HTT background-subtracted integrated Bragg peaks as
a function of temperature measured during the HTT to
LTO phase transition. (c)Total three-dimensional (103)HTT

diffraction peak splitting.

We interpret the peak splitting as due to a/b twin-
ning in the orthorhombic phase of LBCO and can use
BCDI to obtain images of the pattern of domains in
three dimensions. In order to visualize the evolution
of LTO domain formation close to the transition tem-
perature, we inverted the 3D coherent diffraction pat-
terns using iterative phasing. The reconstruction results
in Fig. 4 show a clear difference between the LTO and
HTT phases reconstructed from the 228 K and 258 K
temperature data. To understand better the internal
structure of the phases, we take a slice cut through the
reconstructed image in [100] plane. At 258 K the slice
shows a ”single” domain whereas at 228 K, it shows the
presence of several domains with sizes in the range of
150-350 nm. There is a phase ramp between the do-
mains which has a size of 20-50 nm. These domain and
domain-wall sizes are close to those reported in electron
microscopy studies of LBCO20,44. Besides, our results are
also close to domain sizes reported in La1.8Sr0.12CuO4

(LSCO)22,44 and La1.725Sr0.275NiO4(LSNO)47 from elec-
tron microscopy studies. To make a comparison with
TEM dark-field results we take a slice along the [001]
plane of 228 K data and the result is shown in Fig.S2
of supplementary material48. Similar layer like domains
are observed, which are elongated in one direction. The
domain and domain-wall sizes obtained from our recon-
struction results are in the same order of magnitude
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with TEM results. Furthermore, we present the 235 K
data in a similar fashion (see Fig.S1 of supplementary
material48); the data shows the domain size is larger than
the 228 K data and domains are stacked in a similar way.
To look at the amplitude and phase variation inside the
reconstructed images of HTT and LTO phases, a line-
profiles through [001] slices are shown in S3 and S4.

Figure 4. (a) Isosurface representation of reconstructed
LBCO single-crystal. The red planes I, II, and III shows the
spatial location where the slices are taken. (b)-(d) and (e)-
(g) show the phase (projection of the lattice displacement)
and amplitude (electron density) for the reconstructed par-
ticle for the high-temperature-tetragonal phase respectively.
Similarly, (h)-(j) and (k)-(m) show the phase (projection of
the lattice displacement) and amplitude (electron density) for
reconstructed particle for the low-temperature-orthorhombic
phase respectively.

Because the crystal is isolated at the center of the
diffractometer, samples prepared through FIB gives us an
opportunity of measuring multiple peaks from the same
crystal, without any contaminating signals from neigh-
boring crystals. This in the future has a potential ap-
plication for quantum materials where one can image a
single FIB crystal using both structural and electronic
order peaks and overlay reconstructed real-space images.
However, the ion milling process can also introduce un-

desired damage, amorphization layer, and strain on the
surface of the sample, or can affect the chemical compo-
sition. Typically, the damage of the FIB’ed sample is 20
to 30 nm for 30 keV Ga ions, and 5 kev ions would have
three times less effect49. Also, how far the Ga ions pene-
trate the sample depends on both the energy of ions and
the angle of polishing (normal incidence versus glancing
incidence)50. For gold nanocrystals, Ga ions can go up
to 50 nm at 30 keV and normal incidence and decreases
a factor of five at 5 keV and glancing incidence50. Al-
though we used 5 keV ion beam for final polishing of the
present sample to minimize the damage, amorphization
layer and strain, some of the strains and non-sharp edges
could be partly due to the beam milling process.

BCDI reconstructed images allow us to count domains
in three dimensions51. Figure 5 shows that the num-
ber of domains increases dramatically when the sample
temperature is below the HTT-LTO transition tempera-
ture. An early Ginzburg-Landau (GL) study of the HTT-
LTO transition has derived the critical behavior of the or-
thorhombicity near the LTO transition temperature with
the critical exponent β =0.3352.

Figure 5. Temperature evolution of lattice strain (η) cal-

culated as 2(a−b)
(a+b)

, the lattice parameters are derived from

Rietveld refinements9(green circles).Temperature evolution of
the number domains (NLTO) is extracted from reconstructed
3D images and counted by visualizing in Paraview. Red
squares data are scaled number of domains as, αNLTO, with
α=1.75×10−4. We also plotted γ(Tc-T)2β function with
Tc=238 K, and β=0.33 as a guide to the eye (blue dashed
line).

A. Domain Indexing by Fourier Filtering

The complex pattern of domains seen in the low-
temperature orthorhombic phase is believed to be due to
twinning between regions of opposite orientation of their
a and b axes53. The diffraction peak splitting at low
temperatures arises for the same reason. BCDI opens a
unique opportunity to assign which domain in the image
arises from which peak in the diffraction pattern. This is
undertaken in Figs. 6 and 7 to test the idea.
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The final 3D image of the domains at the lowest tem-
perature, measured at the (103)HTT diffraction peak was
Fourier transformed back to reciprocal space to regener-
ate the split diffraction peak, but retaining all the phase
information. A region of 21 × 21 × 25 voxels was set
to zero around the first diffraction peak and it was in-
verse Fourier transformed to give an image with all the
domains contributing to that peak suppressed. This was
repeated for the second Bragg peak by setting 13×13×13
voxels to zero. The results are shown in Fig. 6 in the raw
coordinate system of the discrete Fourier transform of
the data voxels, (x, y) detector pixels and z steps on the
rocking curve. The (x,y,z) directions are roughly aligned
with the Cartesian (x,y,z) coordinate system used in Fig
4. The z-slices shown in Fig 6, show cross-sections of the
sample roughly perpendicular to the X-ray beam direc-
tion. The image amplitude is presented on the same color
scale of 0 to 1.6×104 in the first three columns for a selec-
tion of z slices whereas the difference between Suppress
P1 and Suppress P2 is shown in a scale of -5.2×104 to
5.2×104. It can be seen that different parts of the initial
domain image (left) become reduced in amplitude in the
two derived images of Suppress P1 and Suppress P2.

To visualize the domain identities more clearly, a color
image was generated in the same physical ”laboratory”
Cartesian coordinate frame already used to present the
images in Fig. 4. Here, z runs along the beam, x is hori-
zontal, transverse to the beam, and y is vertical. In Fig. 7
an isosurface af the crystal and three slices through the
3D image are shown corresponding to the views of Fig. 4
(k,l,m). The domains are colored red or blue according to
whether their amplitude is higher with the first or second
peak suppressed.

There is a clear pattern in these images where domains
are color-coded according to the diffraction peak to which
they contribute most. It appears that one end of the
crystal mostly contributes to the ”blue” peak and the
other end to the ”red” peak. In between, there is some
alternation of domain identities, as expected from the mi-
crotwinning concept53. This result strongly supports the
picture of twinning underlying to formation of domains in
the LBCO tetragonal to orthorhombic phase transition.

IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Coherent X-ray diffraction technique allows us to track
the evolution of structural domains by monitoring a
shared Bragg diffraction peak on a 2D detector. The
transition temperature deduced agrees with previously
published X-ray studies5,9. Moreover, the speckle pat-
tern in reciprocal space is a unique finger-print of how do-
mains are staggered in the sample (real-space) and both
(103)HTT and (114)HTT diffraction patterns split into
multiple peaks indicating the formation of twin domains.
This behavior of the splitting crystal peaks agrees with
the recent observation of rearrangement of the speckles
at the (012)LTO superstructure peak that is unique to

Figure 6. Fourier filtering on the reconstructed image of
LBCO single-crystal measured at 228 K of the different slices
along the third dimension. Suppress P1 is obtained by Fourier
filtering of 21×21×25 voxels around the smaller peak by set-
ting it to zero for reconstruction. Suppress P2 are obtained
by Fourier filtering of 13 × 13 × 13 voxels around the larger
peak by setting to zero for reconstruction.

the low-temperature phase19. Speckle correlation anal-
ysis clearly shows that a different LTO domain config-
uration is obtained every time the phase transition is
crossed.

In BCDI technique, the phase information lost dur-
ing the measurement is retrieved with the computa-
tional technique with properly oversampled diffraction
patterns; one can iteratively reconstruct the phase. For
weak phasing objects such as metal nanoparticles29,31,54,
battery materials55,56, and oxides57, the retrieved real-
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Figure 7. Isosurface representation of the reconstructed
LBCO single-crystal domains measured at 228 K. Gray
planes, denoted I, II, and III, are the spatial locations where
slices are extracted and displayed below to show which peak
the domains contribute to the reconstructed domains. The
red or blue color indicates whether the image amplitude is
higher with the first or second peak suppressed.

space images give internal strain information in addi-
tion to electron density, which is not accessible with any
other technique58. However, imaging structural texture
of strongly correlated materials presents a challenge to
the technique and obtaining a unique solution is very
challenging. To circumvent this issue, we implement a
fixed-box support constraint in the iterative phasing al-
gorithm which allowed us to invert the reciprocal diffrac-
tion patterns to real-space images and gave a repro-
ducible result. The reconstructed real-space images of
domains we observe are LTO twin domains which are
very common for this type of sample. Neighboring do-
mains show a phase shift, and the phase difference be-

tween the two nearby domains gives the relative displace-
ment of twin domain walls. The observation of LTO do-
mains agrees with previous ”microstructures” (domains)
of La2−xSrxCuO4

21,22 and LTO La2−xBaxCuO4
20 ob-

tained with dark field transmission electron microscopy.
As shown in Fig. 5, the number of domains follows a sim-
ilar path as the degree of orthorhombicity (orthorhombic
strain) derived from powder diffraction data9, which is
related to the order parameter59.
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